
Introduction:    

For many young people, children as well as teens, the Industrial Revolution of the late 19th century signi-
fied not an era of new inventions, travel opportunities or progressive education, but a time of hardship 
and labor. This lesson plan is designed to introduce students to a topic which should surprise and shock 
many 16 year olds. Perhaps it will also allow them to see through different eyes the conditions in which 
they themselves labor.  

Guiding Question(s):     

• How did the demand for labor affect the lives of young people in the United States with an emphasis 
on Tennessee? 

• What early attempts were made to counteract the harmful conditions in which these children toiled? 

• Who were the competing forces and what reasons did they give for the exercise of working young 
people? 

Curriculum Standards:  

• US.05 Describe the changes in American life that resulted from the inventions and innovations of 
business leaders and entrepreneurs of the period, including the significance of:  Alexander Graham 
Bell, Henry Bessemer, Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, J.P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, Nikola  
Tesla, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Madam C.J. Walker. (C, E, H) 

• US.07 Describe the differences between “old” and “new” immigrants, analyze the assimilation pro-
cess for “new” immigrants, and determine the impacts of increased migration on American society, 
including:  Angel Island, Ellis Island, Push and pull factors, Ethnic clusters, Jane Addams, Competition 
for jobs, Rise of nativism, Jacob Riis, Chinese Exclusion Act and Gentlemen’s Agreement. (C, E, G, H, P) 

• US.13 Describe working conditions in industries, during this era, including the use of labor by wom-
en and children.  (C, E, H) 

• US.41 Describe the impact of the Great Depression on the American people, including:  mass unem-
ployment, migration, and Hoovervilles. (C, E, G, H) 

• US.43 Analyze the impact of the relief, recovery, and reform efforts of President Franklin D. Roose-
velt’s New Deal programs, including:  Agricultural Adjustment Act, Civilian Conservation Corps, Fair 
Labor Standards Act, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Recovery Administration,   
Securities and Exchange Commission, Social Security, Tennessee Valley Authority, Works Progress   
Administration.  (C, E, G, H, P, T)                                                                                                               Page 1 of  12                       
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Materials Needed: 
• Reading of John Spargo, Child Labor in the Coal Mines (1906), excerpt from John Spargo, The Bitter Cry of the 

Children. (New York: Macmillan, 1906), pp. 163-165. 

• Pictures of child laborers in New York City, excerpts from How the Other Half Lives, Jacob Riis 

• In the Playtime of Others: Child labor in the Early 20th Century. Art to Zoo, News for Schools from the Smith-

sonian Institute, Office of Elementary and Secondary Education, Washington, D.C. 20560. December 1988. 

• Confronting the Modern Era: Child Labor, Tennessee4Me, National Endowment for the Humanities. Website 

developed and maintained by: The Tennessee State Museum. 

• News Article. A Workforce of Children by George Zepp (included at the end of the lesson plan) 

• The History Place. Child Labor in America. 1908-1912. Photographs by Lewis W. Hine. 

• Video, Lint Heads, Cotton Mills Workers 

• The Child Labor Amendment, 1924-1934. A document from the CQ Researcher archives. 

• Governor Hill McAllister Papers 1933-1937. File 5, Box 72. (Tennessee State Library and Archives) 

 Women of Wesley Class No. 3. Carroll Street Church, 1/27/1935 

 Sweetwater Hosiery Mills, 1/24/1935 

 Columbia  Produce, 1/23/1935 

• Various political cartoons on child labor (included at the end of the lesson plan. Each cartoon is linked to a 

website with more information. 

 

Background: 
Child Labor Source: Tennessee 4 Me 

 

Lesson Activities: 

 

Activity 1: Hi Ho, Hi Ho, It’s Off To Work We Go! 
Historically, in the United States, children have always worked outside the home. However, the type and require-

ments of child labor changed drastically with the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Understand the differ-

ences between child labor in the antebellum and Industrial Era. 

1. Read page 1 from In the Playtime of Others:… Art to Zoo. This compares the apprentice form of labor in early 

America with that of the Industrial Era. 

2. On paper, create a comparison chart of the two forms of labor. Which would you find most beneficial? Be able 

to defend your choice. 

3. From page 2 and 3 of Art to Zoo, choose 1 of the 6 industries that traditionally chose children as workers. 

Study the  photographs included.           

4. Participate in a mock query between the owners of the industry defending their work practices and The Na-

tional Child Labor Committee which was attempting to reform work requirements for children. 
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http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5571/
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5571/
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-americas/us-art-19c/xf20f462f:us-19c-photography/a/jacob-riis-sweaters
https://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/child_labor/ATZ_ChildLabor_December1988.pdf
https://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/child_labor/ATZ_ChildLabor_December1988.pdf
https://www.tn4me.org/article.cfm?a_id=154&minor_id=59&major_id=20&era_id=6
https://www.tn4me.org/article.cfm?a_id=154&minor_id=59&major_id=20&era_id=6
http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/childlabor/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uig-gG5uCmk
https://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/document.php?id=cqresrre1934030300
https://cdm15138.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15138coll18/id/1601
https://cdm15138.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15138coll18/id/1715
https://cdm15138.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15138coll18/id/1718
https://www.tn4me.org/article.cfm?a_id=154&minor_id=59&major_id=20&era_id=6
https://tn4me.org/
https://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/child_labor/ATZ_ChildLabor_December1988.pdf
https://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/child_labor/ATZ_ChildLabor_December1988.pdf


 

Activity 2: Nobody Knows the Trouble We’ve Seen 

1. Observation and analysis from yesterday’s lesson– Assign students to write a short paragraph discussing your 

reaction to one aspect of child labor that surprised you. Discuss in class.  

2. Today’s lesson will focus on child labor in three specific areas which were most harmful : labor in the coal 

mines, piece work from home, and the cotton mills of the South.    

3. Read from John Spargo, Child Labor in the Coal Mines.  Then discuss with your neighbor the picture that you 

visualize of these young boys. Have students list on the board what pictures would come to mind from their 

reading.  Make observations.   

4. The students will then study photographs of child miners from Lewis Hine in Child Labor in America.  Short 

discussion. What problems do you see these young workers experiencing?   

5. From the pictures of Jacob Riis, How The Other Half Lives, students will learn of the labor performed by young 

children, particularly in New York City, especially by new immigrants.   

6. For homework:  Have students choose one of the enclosed political cartoons that “speaks” about child labor. 

Direct them to answer for themselves what the cartoonists are trying to say in the drawing. 

7. Fill out the cartoon analysis worksheet (found in the following attachments) which allows students to make 

observations and reflections about the cartoon they have chosen.  Finish for homework. 

 

Activity 3: “Me and My Machines for the Rest of My Life” 

1. Hold a short discussion of the students’ chosen cartoons and their reactions to the drawings.    

2. Finish study of conditions of children in working situations by looking at labor in the cotton mills of the South. 
Review Art to Zoo and the descriptions there of child workers in the cotton mills. Why were cotton mills so 
prevalent in the South? Class watches together the short video, Lint Heads which portrays the horrible condi-
tions for children in the mills. 

3. Tennessee was not immune from the hardships of child labor.  Much of the work in this state centered around 
mills and mines. Have students read about child labor in Tennessee in Confronting the Modern Era:  Ten-
nesssee4Me. Study the photographs. Do they recognize any of the sites?       

4. After studying child labor and their painful working conditions, discuss in class the solution.  In small groups 
have students answer the following and share their answers with the class: 

 a.  Where does the problem of child labor lie?  Is it with parents, or with our capitalist system? Refer to the 
political cartoons to perhaps help with that question. 

 b. What is the solution? 

5. There were attempts made as early as 1904 to expose to the world the horrors of child labor and to curb its’ 
use.  Thanks to the National Child Labor Committee and the photography of Lewis Hine, public opinion began 
to slowly change in favor of legislation to regulate such labor.  For homework,  assign students to read the 
Tennessean article A Workforce of Children by George Zepp (found at the end of this lesson plan) to learn of 
the attempts made by Hine to expose the working conditions for children. Answer the accompanying ques-
tions. Be able to discuss the merits of photography in solving and exposing difficult social conditions. 
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Activity Four: “They Fought the Law but the Law Won” 
 

1. Brief discussion of homework:  How significant is photography in exposing social issues? Have students read 
about the governments’ attempt to control child labor in The Child Labor Amendment, 1924-1934. With a 
neighbor, have them discuss the reasons for and against this amendment.  What were FDR’s thoughts on the 
practice?   

2. Finally, read letters written by Tennesseans to Governor Hill McAlister in support or against the proposed 
child labor amendment.  Why would these people be opposed to such law?  Choose to read one letter in favor 
and one opposed to the amendment.  Then answer the letter analysis included following this lesson plan.  

3. Homework:  Read about the Fair Labor Standards Act in your text. We have finished the task of changing an 
awful practice in the United States and changing for the better the lives of young children. Explain to students 
that they, as workers and/or future workers, are the recipients of this major struggle.  For the conclusion of 
this assignment, direct students to write a letter expressing to either Lewis Hine, Franklin Roosevelt or Gover-
nor McAlister their view of the individual’s work in abolishing child labor.  Be sure to have them include spe-
cific information that they learned from this assignment.  Read some of the letters in class. 
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http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/document.php?id=cqresrre1934030300


Cartoon Analysis Sheet  

 

1. Look at the cartoon you have chosen and list any of the following you see: 

  Title: 

  Objects/People: 

  Words/Phrases: 

 

2.  Which objects are used as symbols? 

 

 

3.    Where were the symbols used and what do they represent? 

 

 

4.     Is anything exaggerated? 

 

 

5. List adjectives that describe emotions viable in the cartoon. 

 

 

6. What is the message of the cartoon? How do the above help you come to that conclusion? 

 

 

7.    Who are the people who might agree with the cartoon? What might be the public’s reaction to 

this cartoon? 



Child Labor  

Lewis Wickes Hine 

 

1.  Identify Lewis Wickes Hine. 

 

 

2.  What was his role in showing the problem of child labor? 

 

 

3.  Why did he come to Tennessee and where did he visit? 

 

 

4.  How did Hine and the NCLC hope to limit child labor? 

 

 

5.  What methods did he use to gain access to the child workers? 

 

 

6.  Cite specific examples in Nashville of child laborers at a very young age.  (3 examples) 

 

 

7.  Did Lewis Hine in the early 1900s play a significant role in limiting child labor?  What? 

 

 

8.  Which do you think is more important in changing laws; people’s opinions or laws? 

 

 

9.  Give one example to prove your point. 



Letter Analysis Sheet 

 

1.  When were these letters written?  How do you know? 

 

 

2.  Who is the author of the letters?  Who is the recipient? 

 

 

3.  What do these letters reveal about the writer?   

 

 

4.  Does the author reveal any personal biases in this letter? 

 

 

5.  What was the author’s objective in writing these letters? 

 

 

6.  What major event in American History was occurring when these letters were written?  Did that 

alter the viewpoint of the author? 

 

 

7.  Did these letters change or add to your knowledge of this time period?  

 

 

8.  Compare the historical value of this letter with contemporary forms of correspondence such as 

telephone conversations, e-mail, and text-messaging.  What historical evidence will we leave to help 

our children and grand-children understand our own lives better?  



http://www.badnewsaboutchristianity.com/gak_children.htm


https://www.education.ne.gov/ss/CSSAP Modules/CSSAP First Phase Modules/childlabor/activity3.html


https://prezi.com/ycahhdgoc9qh/national-child-labor-committee/


http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/ncl2004000340/PP/



